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ABSTRACT
Smart city construction brings great development opportunities for
the video surveillance industry, but it also brings significant
challenges. With the development of Internet of things and artificial
intelligence technology, video computing across different trust
domains has become important and necessary for ensuring public
safety and promoting smart city construction. With the continuous
increasing of video front-end equipment and massive video data,
trust and security problems across different domains, network
bandwidth and computing resources are gradually becoming
bottlenecks of video computing. We propose a solution based on
integration of blockchain and Internet of things which brings
together and distributes video data and computing resources to
enhance the edge video computing capability. Blockchain provides
a distributed solution for trust video computing across different
trust domains. We evaluate the performance of blockchain-based
video computing solution across different trust domains and the
results show that this solution could provide trust video computing
across trust domains feasibly and efficiently. This solution implies
a new trigger of trust distributed applications and innovative trust
economic ecosystem.
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Introduction

In recent years, with the development of smart city construction and
Internet of things, the video surveillance industry has developed
greatly. There are many video front-end devices have grown
explosively, therefore the video data and relative resources have
increased exponentially. The video front-end devices belong to
different organizations and they formulate various trust domains.
For the sake of trust, security and privacy consideration, there are
barriers for sharing resources and video data to create more value
for public safety and smart city construction.
Video computing across trust domains has become a demanding
technology which can be deployed based on the independent video
surveillance systems to achieve broad range integrated computing
capability and analyze more valuable targets. Video computing is
one typical type of the Internet of things (IoT) applications.
Different video surveillance systems belong to different trust
domains. Different trust domains could not share the video data and
computing resources with other trust domains securely and reliably.
The video computing across trust domains could not be
implemented with the shortage of trust among various trust
domains. To overcome the barriers, the blockchain technology has
been involved into the solution.
Many projects relate to blockchain integrated into Internet of
things have been developed include but not limited to IOTA [1]
providing a revolutionary new transaction settlement and data
transfer layer for the IoT, Atonomi bringing Trust and Security to
IoT [2] and Secure and Safe Internet of Things (SerIOT) [3].
According to those search results of the blockchain applications in
IoT, there are two types of applications which are token-based and
token-free. The blockchain could revolutionize the development of
IoT ecosystem [4-7]. The agent server in an IoT system supports
the function of blockchain nodes. The full and lightweight
blockchain function could be deployed on different physical nodes
[8-10]. Besides, the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) could be
deployed as the big file storage of the blockchain [11-14].
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The Merkle tree and other encryption mechanisms integrated
with distributed consensus algorithms could help maintain the
security and privacy for IoT systems [15-18]. Normally, IoT in
itself is a distributed communication system. Blockchain works as
a distributed ledger solution. Integrating these two techniques could
be both a trigger to revolutionary application and an innovative
economic ecosystem [19-22]. The blockchain works as a potential
solution considering feasibility, efficiency and other metrics of
performances.
The storage solution of IPFS helps to solve the problem which
blockchain cannot store big files and documents. Integration of
IPFS and blockchain could provide a solution, in which the
blockchain can search new documents stored in IPFS. IPFS is a
content addressing scheme which could provide content index. The
indexed content identifier could be stored in Blockchain, which
cannot be modified and deleted. The mapping between IPFS file
and blockchain could be used for trust file searching and retrieving.
The mapping could be an efficient solution for distributed file
sharing and trust web searching mechanism. The content
addressing integrated blockchain could be improved through the
identity trust and content self-verification. On the basis of content
addressing, the integration of blockchain and IoT could be
employed in many realistic application scenarios.
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are validated on the blockchain. Above all, the pre-verification of
video content and security check process should not be checked
only on the blockchain technology. The distributed security
problems could be solved through establishment and deployment
of the alliance security mechanism.
Secondly, the video producers and posters identity trust would
be a precondition for trust video computing. The video producers
and posters identity should also be verified and protected from the
attackers, the public address could be one-time usable, which is
dynamic and removed after the first usage. By doing so, the identity
of the blockchain could not be traced and mapped by the attackers.
Identity security and content security could be guaranteed through
the mechanism of alliance and the regulations. With the enhancing
of alliance security, the security of blockchain could be improved
greatly [23-26]. The establishment of alliance and guarantee of
regulations help to solve the trust and security problems in the
video computing across different trust domains.
In addition, the video front-end equipment has grown
exponentially, and as a result the video data has been greatly
increasing. The video computing across different trust domains
brings challenges for computing and network resources request and
distribution. To solve these problems, the edge cloud would be
employed to handle the distribution of resources to improve the
video computing performance.

Problems

With the development of smart city, there are more and more video
surveillance systems. Most of them are separated by the
organizations and the video content could not be shared and
interchanged to bring more value. Internet of videos is one type of
IoT, which is a distributed communication system as well.
Blockchain can work as a distributed ledger solution. Integrating
these two techniques could bring a possible solution for trust video
computing among different trust domains. Without blockchain, it is
difficult to achieve the goal of trust video computing across
different trust domains. Although, blockchain provides a possible
way for trust video computing across trust domains, there are still
many problems to be solved.
The prerequisite for different video surveillance sharing and
cooperation is the trust establishment among various trust domains.
Firstly, there is a problem rooted in the content storage on the
blockchain. The root is the content which could not be verified
before they are posted on the blockchain. The alliance of video
computing could be established to help solve this problem. In order
to guarantee the correctness and security of the content, the alliance
nodes should function as verification nodes to check the posted
content. Then the verification nodes push the checked content to
the whole blockchain if they comply with the regulations of the
alliance. After all these have been done, users could trust the
content on the blockchain. The alliance should be agreed on and
polled to be established. If attackers destroy any alliance node,
there would be harmful for the security of the blockchain.
Therefore, there should be a feasible mechanism to establish the
alliance and the validated regulations. The alliance and the
regulations should be tested in sandboxes before the mechanisms
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Blockchain

Based on blockchain, IPFS and secure alliance, there could be a
possible solution for some IoT application scenarios. Imagining
that the IoT endpoints function as a blockchain nodes, they could
be collaborated and work more efficiently and reliably. The IoT
nodes could be verified and arranged to a trust identity in the IoT
system, which could be valid across different trust domains. The
IoT nodes with verified identity could function and deploy the
automatic chaincodes to execute smart contracts. A chaincode in
the blockchain could be triggered by the condition which related to
the real service scenario and the physical environment. The real
services could trigger one or a series of smart contracts, which is
processed by deploying relative chaincodes to finish different
actions. These actions could be automatically executed by the IoT
system nodes. With the smart contracts, the IoT system could be
designed to execute various tasks automatically.
In different IoT systems, services and demands are customized.
The smart contracts are designed to adapt to the physical
environment and the real services. When the trigger conditions are
fulfilled, the smart contracts in the blockchain could be executed
on the IoT endpoints. In the internet of videos, the trigger condition
could also be applied as an alert condition. If there is any harmful
content within the camera video, the trigger could be fulfilled and
posted to the alert center automatically. In the internet of vehicles,
cars could be triggered to arrange to most appropriate charge points
to recharge themselves and automatically find the nearest parking
lot when the route destination is not far away.

3.1

Compatibility

Video Computing Across Trust Domains Based on Blockchain
With the smart contracts, there are many other scenarios that could
be developed in IoT systems such as the internet of videos. The
automatic tasks could be mapped to the smart contracts to facilitate
the society. A good design of smart contract mapping to the real
service could save the cost greatly. Given a deep analysis of the IoT
scenarios, there are many other applications could be developed
and designed to help the real services. Considering the edge
computing demands, the IoT integrated with the backend of the IoT
system could also be feasible. The edge computing nodes
collaborate with the endpoints and the cloud platform. With the
smart contracts, the edge computing usage and cost could be
computed easily. The endpoints and the edge computing resources
distributions could be designed more efficiently. The edge
computing could be deployed more efficiently on the smart
contracts. The request nodes could apply for computing, network
bandwidth and storage resources while the cost could be computed
reasonably and the resources distribution could get consensus
among all nodes. With the smart contracts mapping to the edge
computing, the resource distribution and cost computation could be
deployed more easily and efficiently. Therefore, the blockchain
integrated with IoT system could solve a lot of inherent problems
and bring many advantages. Integrating the IoT and blockchain
technology is a good choice in the distributed scenarios and
applications.

3.2

Integration

Each IoT application scenario could be mapped to a distributed
application (DApp) based on blockchain. The application-related
resources should be managed by the management modules which
are controlled by the smart contracts. The distributed applications
could be implemented on the blockchain. Each IoT system
application scenario could be related to a DApp, with the
development of various DApps based on blockchain, they could
gradually become a large scope of blockchain with permissioned
authentication. Real time DApps could not be created directly on
the blockchain technology. To support real time DApps, the
blockchain technology should be integrated with other technologies,
such as smart contracts and consensus algorithms, which could
function as a key part of the integration architecture.
In the video computing across different trust domains, different
IoT nodes communicate with nearest edge computing nodes to
apply for resources. Then the edge computing layer responds to the
endpoints and distribute the resources to the endpoints and push the
results to the next hop according to the pre-set process. The
blockchain could be instantiated by the related chaincodes to
automatically execute the smart contracts about the cooperation
between endpoints and edge computing nodes.
Based on the blockchain, the IoT system could be improved in
many aspects including efficiency, security, reliability and trust and
so on. The smart contracts also support smart IoT systems. The IoT
systems can automatically finish real services according to the
environment and system conditions. This advantage could also
better support the smart operations of large scale IoT systems. The
blockchain could be a good solution for different trust domain
endpoints cooperating with other nodes. The blockchain could be
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employed to establish trust among different trust domains which
could be identified and verified. The endpoints identity and the data
gathered could be verified through different mechanisms. If other
trust domains need to use the data, they could cooperate with each
other through the blockchain technology, the data sharing and data
privacy could be guaranteed by the blockchain technology. The
IPFS could also be used to store large data files and indexed hash
putted on the blockchain. Data users could gain the data usage
authorization and pay for the data using cost. The blockchain could
compute the cost and distribute the authority to the data users, the
payment could be forwarded to the data source trust domain. This
could build a relatively complete ecosystem of the integration of
blockchain and IoT systems. The interplanetary linked data (IPLD)
of the IPFS could bring a new data structure for the addressable
content in IoT system, while the Merkle tree could be used to verify
the content integrity.

3.3 Challenges and Contributions
There are many problems in IoT system which could be solved
based on the integration of blockchain technology. The cooperation
of cloud platform, IoT edge computing nodes and IoT end points
could be trusted among different trust domains. Different trust
domains dominate their own IoT endpoints and belong to different
edge computing nodes and cloud platform. In order to facilitate the
cooperation and collaboration of different functional nodes, the
blockchain could be deployed to support the solution.
A significant problem should be considered is that how to bring
the IoT data to the blockchain, which is a difficult problem that
must be confronted by the system whose data would be put onto the
blockchain. Each application scenario has different needs for the
data put onto the blockchain. In some cases, the data needs to be
posted on blockchain may even not be electronic format, which is
the preliminary requirement for data put onto blockchain.
Therefore, the application of blockchain could be hard to evolve
fast without electronic data process and then put onto blockchain
following the specific application data regulations. Digitalizing the
files and documents that would be put onto blockchain is the basis
of the blockchain-related services. Digitalizing is the precondition
for blockchain-related implementation. The files and documents
should be electronic and digitalized to support the blockchainrelated services. Based on the blockchain technology, the problem
could be solved and the new ecosystem could grow fast and
positively. In the internet of videos, the video data verification and
storage should be considered before the data posted onto the
blockchain.
There is a shortage of integration architecture of blockchain and
Internet of videos. The solution of video computing across trust
domains would also handle the distributed large video data and the
required computing resources. In order to solve the problems of
trust video computing across different trust domains, the
contributions are as follows.
We propose an integration architecture of blockchain and IoT
systems, which provides the framework of integrating blockchain
and Internet of videos. The IoT system is distributed, the
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blockchain architecture complies with the existing architecture and
there is no big revolution in the existing architecture of IoT systems.
In addition, in order to distribute the video computing resources,
we propose edge cloud chain, which could manage and distribute
the computing resources to the video computing tasks. The
blockchain layered between the edge computing layer and the
endpoints layer, besides the blockchain nodes could be deployed
between the cloud platform and edge computing layer. The cloud
platform could use blockchain nodes to manage the edge
computing resources, which establishes the trust between the cloud
platform and edge computing nodes. The edge computing nodes
could cooperate with each other to provide resources for the IoT
nodes.
In the deployment, the blockchain nodes could be a new
addition to the existing architecture, or they could also be deployed
on the existing nodes to function as blockchain nodes. The
distributed blockchain nodes could bring reliable system and there
could be hardly one-single-node failure problem.
We evaluate the solution through different video computing
tasks across different trust domains, the results indicate the
feasibility and efficiency of the solution.

4

Solution and Evaluation

We propose a solution for video computing across trust domains
based on blockchain. The solution is composed of the integration
architecture, the edge cloud chain and trust video computing
applications and the deployment. Based on video computing tasks
across various trust domains, we evaluate the feasibility and
efficiency of the solution performance.

4.1
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In the integration, we consider the data protection and sharing
in IoT systems. The blockchain layer provides a solution for
balancing the need of data protection and data sharing. The
distributed IoT system should be integrated and identified through
integration of blockchain and IoT system, the device identity
authorization, the data generator, data producer, data consumer,
data propagation and data value throughout the whole IoT system
should be considered deeply to guarantee the parties in the system
could run fluently and efficiently. Without data sharing, the
ecosystem development would be compromised. With fast
expansion of IoT system, data sharing would be a great need in the
future and a good sharing mechanism could promote the smart
society evolution. While the data security is guaranteed, the data
usage and transfer process could be tracked to be informed to the
data owners. The data owners should authorize the data usage and
transfer. The disclose level of data should also be managed by the
system. The desensitization of data should also be executed to
guarantee data protection.
The integration architecture is designed based on the above
consideration of problems and targets. As shown in Figure 1, the
architecture of IoT over Blockchain include four layers including
the IoT system layer, the blockchain layer, the smart contracts layer
and the application layer. This architecture is customized for the
internet of videos. The IoT system layer includes the video
surveillance systems; the blockchain layer includes video content
verification and video computing resource management and
distribution; the smart contract layer is responsible for different
video computing negotiations including the video data and
computing resource request and response; the video application
layer includes different video computing application scenarios.

Integration of Blockchain and IoT systems

In the integration of blockchain and IoT systems, we consider the
IoT system requirement and the blockchain functions. Considering
the various IoT systems, there are two steps to put IoT system data
onto blockchain. One is that data and files should be transferred to
electronic format, the other is that the application regulation for
data and files that need to be used for data process when putting
them onto blockchain. There could be some common regulations
and some application-specific regulations. It may take a period of
time to transfer data and files while designing and implementing
feasible regulations. The integration-based DApps design and
development could also be considered in this stage, which could
bring advantages to the whole system design and development. By
doing so, the blockchain and application implementation could be
combined tightly and the application could be more efficient and
feasible.
The application scenario could be classified and extracted to
build the main framework for the same classification. This could be
a reference for the similar application scenarios, which could be a
basis of further development of the DApps in IoT scenario and the
whole ecosystem. The ecosystem could be expanded greatly based
on the blockchain technology. The blockchain integrated with IoT
systems could evolve to a new stage.

Figure 1: IoT over Blockchain Architecture

4.2

Edge Cloud Chain

In this architecture, the trust video computing across different trust
domains has to solve the problem of computing resource
management and distribution. The solution of video computing
across trust domains is edge cloud chain, which requires edge cloud
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architecture to handle the video computing resource distribution.
Edge cloud computing would form permissioned chains to support
various distributed applications. When applications evolve to a
large scope, the edge cloud chain needs to become larger and some
chains could become public to meet different demands of various
application requirements. Edge cloud chain is built upon the
endpoints and the edge servers, besides between the cloud server
and edge server to meet the integration design and deployment of
the edge cloud chain. The cloud servers provide backend support
for the edge server, and the edge server supports for the endpoint
service requirements. In the edge cloud chain, the edge cloud server
resources management responds to the service resource requests
and decides whether the application could be responded to support
the video computing task, and the edge cloud chain provides
different kinds of access mechanisms to different IoT endpoints,
considering the hardware and software requirements for the
endpoints.
Edge cloud chain is used to distribute resources and improve the
whole system performance. Without support of blockchain nodes,
the IoT devices should traverse a gateway to access to the edge
chain, and the other devices supporting chain nodes could directly
access to the edge cloud chain. Given the hardware resources such
as RAM, storage, CPU and network interfaces, the devices could
function as a full-chain node, or as a lightweight chain node to
finish part of the chain node functions. The edge cloud chain could
be integrated with smart contracts to realize different functions in
the distributed application scenarios. The smart contracts API could
be used to access the endpoints data, which could be processed or
directly transported to the edge chain, the edge chain could execute
different actions to meet the application demands.
The edge cloud chain brings many application scenarios for IoT
systems. The non-currency resource-related services include
resource management, cost computation and resource request and
response. The edge cloud chain could evolve to support many
service demands. The different applications could be supported by
the integration of edge cloud chain and smart contracts. The IoT
application demands could be mapped to edge chain and smart
contracts. The IoT endpoints could be seen as a trigger to execute
the smart contracts, the smart contracts process the endpoints data
and execute the different operations in the edge chain, the edge
chain could be used as the resource computation and cost
computation to support the resource management. The edge chain
stores the results of the request and response to manage the IoT
system resources, the performance of the edge chain depends on the
schemes used in the edge chain. Merkle DAGs could be used for
content addressed and indexed, the search performance could be
improved in the distributed scenarios. In the internet of videos, the
edge chain could verify and distribute video data and computing
resources. The video data index is stored in the edge chain, and the
edge cloud resource information is also recorded in the edge chain.

4.3
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IoT systems become more efficient with the deployment of the
integration of edge chain and smart contracts. This solution
integrates the smart contracts and the edge chain, the IoT endpoints
could trigger the edge chain to support the application requests. The
edge chain could request the backend servers to provide more
efficient resource utilization.
Moreover, the problems of the distributed systems and the trust
distributed applications could also be supported by this solution. To
implement the trust distributed applications in the IoT systems
more efficiently, the smart contracts and the rule engine are
designed more specifically to adapt to different application
requirements. The smart contracts could be designed more
efficiently by deploying different mechanisms. The applications
could also be improved by the deployed edge chain, the edge
servers could cooperate with the IoT endpoints to gain more
specific resource management, small traffic load, low delay and
more services capacity.
The smart contracts work as a point of entry for the resource
management mechanism to actively make the cloud resources
report in the edge computing platform. When the percentage of
available resources has been at a low level, there could be some
actions to process the incoming services requests and meet the
requests more effectively and process the requests of the IoT
services according to the IoT system state and make a fast decision
to distribute resources to the requests of IoT services. This could be
more efficient to influence the system resource distribution and
achieve the performance improvement of the IoT systems.
The distributed metrics of blockchain technology could provide
a basis for deploying the IoT applications. And it is efficient to
employ different smart contracts executing different tasks and
processing demands. The distributed blockchain with the
distributed applications supports more efficient distributed
application deploying and processing. The solution combines the
application and the blockchain technology tightly and steadily,
which could employ the advantages of the blockchain to boost the
application development and solve the existing and potential
problems which would be confronted in the development.
Therefore, the video computing across trust domains could be
implemented based on the blockchain and IoT infrastructure. The
services require distributed cooperation among various trust
domains. The performance of the distributed systems could be
improved by the solution.
The distributed applications could be implemented based on the
blockchain technology, which provides a trust basis for the
applications and execute collaborative computing tasks. Trustless
parties cooperate to negotiate and establish trust among themselves
based on blockchain. The established trust could be employed to
accomplish many trust-related applications. The edge chain could
be a practical framework for the blockchain application. The video
computing across different trust domains application is
implemented based on the edge chain.

The Distributed Systems and Applications

In the integration architecture, the smart contract layer supports the
application layer. There are many schemes designed to adapt to
different system preferences in various application scenarios. The

4.4 Deployment
The solution of edge chain could be implemented on the existing
infrastructure or on the new devices which would add new nodes to
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the network. To efficiently deploy the edge chain as shown in figure
2, the existing infrastructure could be integrated with the
blockchain technology. The edge chain locates at the edge of the
IoT system, the edge of the IoT system takes the responsibility of
applications and edge computing between the end users and the
cloud backend server. Edge chain could record the IoT system
resources and transactions to provide resource distribution and
management. Edge chain establishes the trust of the end users and
edge resources, which distributes edge cloud resources to the end
users without directly forwarding the tasks to the cloud backend
servers. Edge chain would integrate the blockchain technology into
the edge cloud and the distributed IoT applications.
The integration of edge chain and smart contracts could provide
a new method of designing and deploying resource management
schemes to improve the whole system performance. The smart
contracts contain a series of actions which would be operated in the
IoT system. With the design and deployment of smart contracts, the
edge chain could be accessed by the IoT endpoints and the backend
servers, which could make IoT trust distributed applications
become more efficiently and feasibly.

Figure 2: Edge Chain Deployment Illustration
The edge chain is responsible for computing resource request,
response, cost computing and finishes the whole transaction of
resources. The edge chain in the IoT system edge cloud supports
resource sharing and distribution. The end users could get
corresponding resources to execute the computing tasks and
provide efficient resource distribution and management. The edge
clouds could establish trust to collaborate with each other and
improve the whole system performance from the bird-view point.
The edge chain works as an infrastructure to implement the trust
collaboration among different trustless edge clouds. The trust
infrastructure is based on the blockchain technology, which
supports the edge computing among different edge clouds. The
edge chain provides the edge cloud with a collaboration to improve
the resource utility efficiency. The edge chain is deployed to
collaborate different edge clouds to improve the IoT system
performance. The edge chain records the transaction and traces
transaction untampered log, which could provide different nodes
collaboration trust basis for distributed applications. As a result, the
deployment of the edge chain could provide edge clouds with trust
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resources sharing and video edge computing across different trust
domains.
The edge chain provides a scheme to distribute and compute the
cost of the end users, which could use the free resources to create
more value. The edge cloud resources could be integrated and
collaborated to undertake the same task and achieve the rewards
based on the done work. The work billing could be negotiated and
deployed on the edge chain. The edge chain with the billing smart
contracts could support the edge cloud collaboratively. The smart
contracts could be integrated with the edge chain to execute specific
operations to support various computing tasks. The edge chain
could be enhanced by the smart contracts, which map to different
application scenarios. The applications could be supported by the
blockchain technology based on the smart contracts. The smart
contracts function as the middleware between the edge chain and
the applications. The edge chain integrated with smart contracts
could be applicable for different application scenarios. The
applications could be implemented based on the edge chain
integrated with specific smart contracts. Different applications have
their specific requirements, which map to different smart contracts.
The smart contracts deployed on edge chain could be triggered by
different conditions and execute different actions.
The solution employs the IPFS as the storage layer of big files,
the blockchain as the access layer of content, the content in the
system has its own identity. The addressed content index could be
putted on the blockchain, which could be accessed through the
content hash value. When the content changes, the hash value
changes accordingly and the history of the values could record the
history of the content changes. The record of the changed values
could work as a proof for traceability.
The applications are deployed with the edge chain through the
design and deployment of smart contracts. The edge chain could
make the edge cloud resource utility efficiently, which provides a
framework for solving the edge cloud and computing collaboration.
The framework could also be used for other applications such as
the edge cloud resource distribution and the end user management
policy, the edge cloud trust applications such as computation of
cost and reward. The edge chain integrates the blockchain
technology with the IoT systems, which provides more efficient
edge cloud services for end users. The edge chain provides a
solution for trust distributed application scenarios, which could be
a good way to guarantee trust and security of the distributed IoT
systems.

4.5 Evaluation
The computing across different trust domains could be solved by
integrating IoT systems with edge chain, which supports trust
distributed applications efficiently. The edge chain would be more
applicable with the smart contracts design and implementation. The
applications could also be supported by the integration of edge
chain and smart contracts. The edge chain is a good demo for other
chains to be implemented in IoT systems. The solution of the edge
chain includes the blockchain modules, the device identity and the
resource management and distribution.

Video Computing Across Trust Domains Based on Blockchain
The evolution of edge computing is based on the distributed
trust basis. In the edge chain modules, the blockchain provides the
trust domain for video data and resource distribution. The edge
chain integrated with smart contracts could be deployed to bring
new types of applications in the IoT system. The edge chain
provides the trust infrastructure for edge computing. The IoT
system integrated with blockchain could bring trust distributed
applications. The applications could be implemented more
efficiently. The blockchain could also be improved by the
ecosystem development. And the IoT system could be enhanced
and triggered by the blockchain technology. Therefore, distributed
edge chain cooperates to implement the trust basis for the
distributed applications.
In the internet of videos, the integration solution of blockchain
technology could be applied. The blockchain deployed in the trust
domains supports trust video computing across different trust
domains. The edge chain could bring trust and resource utility
improvement in the system. To evaluate the video computing edge
chain across different trust domains, we provide several trust
domains with video files shared to create more value. The
evaluation includes two tiers, one of which are video files
verification and sharing, and the other is the resource request and
distribution using smart contracts to request resources in the edge
cloud. The evaluation components are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 4: Consumed Time per task of Video Request and
Response in Different Task Groups

Figure 5: Consumed Time of Resource Request Tasks in
Different Trust Domains

Figure 3: Evaluation Setting of the Solution
In the evaluation, we employ different amount of video trust
domains, the video computing tasks has different resource requests.
Without the solution, the video computing across trust domains
could not be implemented without negotiation of domain
organizations. With the solution, we could automatically verify the
video files and check whether the needed computing resources
could be satisfied or not. The evaluation shows that the time
consuming for video request and response per task will not increase
with the trust domains and tasks number varies, as shown in figure
4. The resource request could be automatically done through the
smart contracts, the consumed time of different task amount in
different trust domain is shown in figure 5, and the consumed time
per task of resource request will not be varied with the increasing
of task amount, as shown in figure 6. The time consuming for video
computing per task will not increase with the trust domains and
tasks number varies, as shown in figure 7.

Figure 6: Consumed Time per Task of Resource Request in
Different Trust Domains
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Figure 7: Consumed Time per Task in Different Trust Domains
The results indicate that the video computing based on the
blockchain solution could guarantee the feasibility and efficiency
with the increasing task amount. In the video computing across
different trust domain, the video data could be verified and fetched
efficiently and securely, and the video computing resources request
could be processed through smart contracts automatically and
efficiently.
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to a larger ecosystem. The cloud server and edge chain could bring
new triggers for the distributed trust applications. The architecture
could be modified to integrate IoT systems with blockchain
technology.
The solution of integrating the blockchain technology with the
IoT systems could be a good exploration for the trust IoT system
applications. The IoT system application scenarios could be
expanded to a new level with the metrics of trust and distributed
with the integration of blockchain technology. The integration of
the blockchain technology and IoT systems is fundamental for the
trust applications. The distributed trust systems could be evolved
based on the blockchain technology and IoT systems.
In addition, the distributed trust ecosystem could evolve to other
areas. The integration of blockchain and IoT systems has the
following metrics.
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
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Conclusion

The integration of blockchain technology and the IoT systems
provides the architecture and solution for the distributed and trust
application scenarios. The hierarchical architecture of the
integration of IoT systems and the blockchain is a part of the edge
chain. The IoT systems include endpoints, edge cloud and cloud
servers. The integration is composed of edge chain, cloud servers
and endpoints. The IoT system resources are distributed among the
endpoints based on the blockchain and smart contracts. The smart
contracts could apply the blockchain to the IoT system applications.
The smart contracts could be designed according to the application
scenarios. The smart contracts and the blockchain technology can
build the integration of IoT systems and the blockchain technology.
The smart contract is related to the specific application scenario.
The IoT systems and the blockchain technology could be integrated
according to the application scenarios. The integration could meet
the application requirements based on the smart contracts. The
smart contracts could be applied to the application scenarios. The
endpoints, edge chain and cloud servers provide the basis for the
integration deployment. The integration of the blockchain
technology and IoT systems could support distributed and trust
applications. The blockchain technology could be used for the
distributed trust applications.
In the video computing across trust domains, the blockchain
integrated with IoT systems could improve the performance of
resource distribution and utility efficiency. Based on the blockchain
technology, the smart contracts could bring more efficient resource
request and distribution. The blockchain and edge chain could be
deployed in the IoT systems. The integration of the blockchain and
the IoT system could bring more application scenarios and evolve

⚫

A Trust overlay on a trustless network
Video content addressed in the distributed system
Difficulty target for the video computing across trust
domains
Blockchain storage and authentication
The video data could be stored in IPFS
The authentication information could be stored in the
blockchain
The security of the video search is guaranteed by the
blockchain
The video computing resources negotiation are based on
smart contracts

The integration of blockchain and IoT systems provides another
way for evolving and deploying the distributed trust applications.
The IoT systems could become trust-enhanced based on the
blockchain technology. The contents are stored in IPFS, the
blockchain could be integrated with the content address and index.
The blockchain technology could be applied into the IoT systems.
The integration could be improved in many aspects. The trust,
security and the distributed consensus could be implemented in the
practical scenarios. The integration could trigger the application
development, which could provide a reference for the potential
application scenarios. An integration of the blockchain technology,
smart contracts and IoT systems could provide the basis for trust
distributed application ecosystem. The large scale of distributed
systems could be implemented based on the blockchain technology
and the edge chain. The large scale of distributed network could be
implemented based on the enhanced security and trust brought by
the blockchain technology integrated with the IoT systems.
In the future work, we could try to record the video transactions
hop by hop and trace the network port metrics with the blockchain
technology, the port metrics could be recorded in the blockchain.
The edge chain could be used for distributing resources among
different trust domains. The forwarding route could be recorded to
analyze the traffic flow history. In this way, the trust of the network
path could be established as well.
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